Life at the Top Chapter 1832
“Your face right now makes me pity you.”
Celine stood up and walked straight
toward Gaia.
Facing Celine, who was exuding a strong
aura as she walked over with her head
raised like a queen, Gaia stepped back
subconsciously.
Celine smiled even more sarcastically
when she saw Gaia taking a step back.
It also made Gaia feel so ashamed and
angry. She hated herself for being such a
disappointment.
Even if she thought that she was the
winner in front of Celine at this moment,
the innate inferiority and lack of
confidence still made her subconsciously
fear Celine.
Standing in front of Gaia, Celine proudly
raised her chin slightly. She said, “To me,
you are just a poor woman who picks up
the trash I don’t want.”
After speaking, she chuckled and spoke
without looking at Gaia’s humiliated
expression, “Since you like this office so much, congratulations, you picked
up another piece of my trash. It’s yours now,”
After speaking, Celine walked away.
After she heard the sound of the door closing, Gaia gritted her teeth and
cursed, “You b*tch, just you wait! I want to see how much longer you can
remain arrogant.”
Jasper had no idea what happened to Celine.
He received a call from Celine’s father,

Alan, half an hour after he spoke to Celine.
“Celine told me what happened. Tell me, what can the United States get in
this transaction, and what do I stand to gain.”
Jasper was relieved by Alan’s words.
He was not afraid of Alan’s greed, he was afraid that there was no room
for greed in this matter.
As long as Alan confirmed his interest, it would mean that he had the
space he needed to operate.
“I can turn a blind eye to the Fed’s plan to give up Layman Investment
Bank,” Jasper
said.
Jasper’s words made Alan laugh.
“I’m afraid the United States government may not be willing to accept
your condition.”
Jasper said calmly, “They will accept it regardless of if they want to or not.
I know they are seeking to promote the overall sale of Layman Investment
Bank, but at the same time, they must know that I am the largest creditor
in the subprime loan market in the United States right now.
“The vast majority of Layman’s debts are caused by the collapse of
subprime loans. I f I don’t agree or release Layman’s money, Layman’s debt
remains with me. How can this transaction be successful without my
consent?”
Alan was silent for a while. Then, he said, “Jasper, it seems that you know
more about the United States than we thought.”
“Are you talking about my knowledge of Layman’s sale, Mr. Maynard? This
is not surprising, and I also have my own channels. In short, I think the
United States government should accept this condition unless they are
willing to risk universal condemnation forcefully emptying my position.
“But if they do, I bet that there will no longer be any institutions or
individuals i In this world who dare to invest in the United States financial
market.”
With a chuckle, Jasper continued, “Who will dare to sit down at this
gambling table when they know that they are facing a banker who may

play a rogue at any time and unreasonably confiscate all the players’ chips?
This is the rule of the game in this world, as well as the rules. the United
States created, right?”
Alan said flatly, “Okay, so what can I get from it?”
Jasper narrowed his eyes slightly as the plan of killing two birds with one
stone was achieved.
Giving benefits to the United States, but what benefits could Jasper give
to the United States now?
Divestment? Impossible.
Even if Jasper was willing, other individuals and capital who had followed
Jasper to the present point would not. The most dangerous period had
passed, and now was the time to harvest the fruits of victory, so who
would be willing to divest for the sake of Boyles’ granddaughter?

